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Whenever I write a guide like this, I uncover reminders for my own blogs and end
up with new items on my to do list. Sometimes we all need a nudge to do even
the things we know. See you in the blogosphere.                                                       

Thank you for downloading this guide. 

I created it to help bloggers who put out wonderful content for their readers in
the hope of helping their audience and then find that not they don't get enough
visitors to appreciate their work. Whether you get crickets or have visitors but
not quite enough, this guide will show you how to unleash the stream of traffic
that your blog and business needs to thrive.  

Welcome to Supercharge Your Blog!

Without lots of traffic, your blogging effort will be wasted. Visitors won't

benefit from your great content.

Potential buyers will remain unaware of your blog and your products. Their

attention will be focused elsewhere and they won't get to know, like and

trust you enough to buy. 

Without traffic, no one will see your awesome opt-in freebie and sign up to

your list. 

3 reasons why you need to supercharge your blog:
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INTRODUCTION 

1
What makes getting
traffic such a
challenge when there
are so many people
online who need your
help? 



The competition for attention

Once you have your blog set up and you're posting to it regularly,

traffic should just arrive, right?  

 

Wrong!

 

There is a lot of content out there, much of it by established blogs

with regular readers. If you're just beginning, you can write blog

posts, but visitors won't visit. Not automatically. 

That doesn't mean you should give up, muttering into your soup

about too much competition. Competition is a fact of business life.

It will always be there.

Aim to have the best content for your readers, and then to
work on getting traffic to it. 

The Blogosphere is huge
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The traffic part is what this guide is about.  Do the work and the

traffic will come, first a trickle and then, if you have been doing your

part in providing great content, a veritable torrent. 

 

Don't rely on one way to get traffic. Switch on all the potential

streams you can. But work through them one at a time, so you

don't burn out setting everything up and getting it going at once.

You will have your hands full creating content, so don't overstretch

yourself, but if you know you are relying on content  and only

content, it's time to add more balance to your blogging. 



You can be sure the successful bloggers are doing much more than

putting content on their blogs. They are not waiting for traffic to

come. They are driving it there in every way they can. 

In this eBook, you'll find 10 different ways of driving traffic to your

blog. 

Let's dive in now.  

NOTE: You don't need to read this book end to end right now. Flick through it
to get an idea of the content, then schedule some time in your calendar to
work on getting more visitors to your posts and offers. Make it soon :) 
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The Blogosphere is huge



10 WAYS TO GET TRAFFIC TO
YOUR BLOG

2
Switch on a torrent of
traffic and get
exposure for your
work



Traffic Strategy #1

Content alone is not enough, but if you want people to come to your

website, you must give them a reason to come.

 

You’ll want to create awesome content that attracts people and that

they feel compelled to share with others.

If you simply post short, uninspired articles on your blog, you’re not

giving people much reason to come to your site or share your

content. 

 

There are millions of pieces of content published each month. Most

of these pieces of content are boring and tepid. They’re nothing but

puff pieces with no real substance to them.

 

If you want to get people to visit your site, consider how you can

stand out from the crowd. How can you create content in a way that

differentiates you from everyone else? You need a strategy for being

unique and different: tactics for getting people’s attention in a

crowded arena. 

 

Valuable, shareable content:

Create Amazing, Share-Worthy Content
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thoroughly and deeply covers a subject

answers readers' questions



Think about it this way…

 

If you have the choice between writing four 500-word pieces or one

2,000-word piece, it would probably be better to write the 2,000-

word piece.

 

Why? Because you can probably create more value in a single 2,000-

word piece that focuses on one topic than in four different short

pieces that focus on four different subjects. 

 

Think quality over quantity when creating your content. Quality

content stands out in a world where people are cranking out a

tremendous quantity of content. 

 

When creating content, ask yourself these questions:
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Create Amazing, Share-Worthy Content

speaks to their pain points

addresses a subject on a much deeper level

than anything else out there

Would I want to read this content?

Does this add value to my readers?

Would readers want to share this?

Does it provide the answer readers seek? 

How is this different from other content on this subject?
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If people don't share you content when they visit (or don't comment or read
several articles on your site when they do) look at each piece of content you
have and examine it. How could it be improved? 

Here’s the good news. If you create great content, the rest of your

promotional tactics become that much easier. If you create valuable

content, people will promote it for you. 

 

The bad news, however, means that mediocre content may not do

well even if you employ the best promotion strategies available. 

Create Amazing, Share-Worthy Content



Traffic Strategy #2

You’ll benefit from regularly sharing your content with your followers

on social media.  All of your online connections represent potential

site visitors and eventual customers. 

 

With this social media strategy, whenever you create a piece of

content, share it multiple times across all your social media

profiles.

 

Why should you share your content multiple times? Because not

every one of your followers will see every one of your posts. Sharing

multiple times on various channels maximizes the chances of your

followers seeing your awesome content.

 

Think about what format works best for each platform.

Share Your  Content on Social Media
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FOR EXAMPLE

Pinterest is very image heavy. Post images, video pins and

story posts to promote your content there. Pinterest also 

loves fresh images so when you pin your post multiple times.

change the image as often as you can.

For Twitter, every word counts so make sure your text is engaging  

but accompany it with an image for best results. 

Facebook likes to keep people on their site as long as possible

and video content helps them do that so they tend to push

video content higher up in the social media feeds, giving it

more exposure.
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Breathe new life into old pieces of content by re-sharing them on social
media. Just because a few people (or a few hundred) saw it when you first
published does not mean that you won't find more visitors interested in
your post. 

You can use tools like Buffer, CoSchedule, Hootsuite and Meet

Edgar  to help you share. These tools allow you to post content in

advance so that you don't have to spend every moment on social

media. 

As video is being favored by a number of social media sites, post

short video tips referring back to your longer, in depth blog posts.  

Share Your  Content on Social Media

Experiment with different content formats to see what works best on

different platforms. Try sharing links, images, videos, polls, and more,

and see what drives the most people to your website. 



Traffic Strategy #3

Having an email list is like having your own traffic source. Each time

you publish something new on your website, you can send a link out

to your email list and watch the visitors come flooding in.

 

This means that you should start building an email list on your

website as soon as possible (like, yesterday). If you’re not building your

email list, you’re missing out on one of the most effective ways to get

new traffic to your website. 

 

The easiest way to build your list is by giving away something of value

in exchange for people’s email address. The giveaway, called a “lead

magnet,” is usually in downloadable format so they get the gift right

away. 

Build Your  Email List
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A lead magnet can be anything that is valuable enough that
people will be willing to give you their email address in
exchange for it.

FOR EXAMPLE

Video Training or Webinars

Templates

Ebooks or reports

Checklists and Printables



Increase the chances of visitors seeing your lead magnet by placing

opt-in forms in various places on your website: above the content, in

the sidebar, within or at the bottom of posts and as a pop-up so that

they won't be able to miss it. 

You can also post on social media about your lead magnet and send

them to a dedicated landing page where they can opt in to get it. 
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Build Your  Email List

Don't try to run an email list from your normal email account. You'll need
an account with an effective Email Marketing service such as ConvertKit,
Aweber, ActiveCampaign, or Drip. Research the services and choose one
according to your budget. 



Traffic Strategy #4

If you’re like most people, you probably won’t have much of an

audience when you first get started creating content on your website.

That’s okay and should be expected! After all, it takes time to build an

audience.

 

But even if you don’t have a large audience, there are still ways to get

your content in front of lots of people. Guest posting on someone

else’s blog allows you to tap into another person’s audience.

With guest posting, you can:

Guest Posting
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The most common way to secure guest posting gigs is to research blogs

that are in your niche and then to contact the owners, asking them if

they accept guest posts.  

Remember when reaching out to these blogs that they probably
get these kinds of requests quite regularly

Benefit from the work they’ve done building their audience

Get your outstanding work in front of an audience that’s much

larger than your own

Increase your exposure and drive traffic back to your own

website



If you want to stand out and have the opportunity to post on someone

else’s blog, you’ll need to be unique in your pitch. 

In other words, you’ll need to be able to offer unique value to the

other person’s audience. It’s not just about you getting in front of the

audience, it’s also about you adding value to their audience. If you

can’t offer any value to the audience, there’s no reason for them to

allow you to post on their site. 

In your pitch to the blog, talk about what you have to offer and even

suggest a few topics that you might be able to write about. Focus on

how you’ll benefit their audience. Do you offer?

If you do get the opportunity to guest post, be respectful of the owner

of the website. Avoid being overly spammy in linking back to your

own website. At most, include one or two links in the body of your

post and a link in your bio. Anything beyond that starts to appear

overly self-promotional. 

 

If a post is published, be sure to link to it across your various social

media networks. That way you benefit the owner of the website

on which the guest post appears as well as yourself.
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Guest Posting

If blog owners provide specific guidelines regarding guest posting requests,
be sure to follow these guidelines in every detail.

A fresh perspective on a topic?

An insider's opinion?

Years of experience? 



Traffic Strategy #5

Online forums like Quora and Reddit, as well as Facebook and

LinkedIn groups, can be great sources of traffic for your website if you

know what you’re doing. 

 

There are forums and groups for almost every subject imaginable,

and you can be sure that people are looking for the kind of

information that you provide on your website. 

 

But it’s important to know that forums and social media groups tend

to be different from standard social media sites. You can’t simply

share links to them and expect people to go to your website. In

fact, if all you do is share links in online forums and social media

groups, there’s a good chance you’ll get the boot. 

 

Why?

Because first and foremost, members of these sites want you to add

value directly to the group, not just through your website. In other

words, they want you to participate in the conversation that is

happening in the group itself, not simply spam the group with links. 

 

If you want to thrive in groups and forums, you must:

Participate in Online Forums
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 Answer people's questions and ask your own

Contribute your own thoughts

Add deep value to the conversation  



Before you share any links to your own site, be sure that you’ve

thoroughly participated in numerous conversations. 

 

If you’re an active member of a group or forum, then you can and

should be sharing the occasional link to relevant content on your site.

But only share a link to your website when it’s relevant to the

conversation. Don’t try to force it.
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Participate in Online Forums

You don’t want it to look like all you care about is getting people to your
website. You want to show others that you actually value the conversation
that is happening in the group itself.



Traffic Strategy #6

Reference Others
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If you can get an influencer in your industry (someone with a large

audience) to share your content with their audience, it can be a huge

boost for your website.

But this is easier said than done, right? After all, how do you convince

someone else that your content is worth sharing? How do you

persuade someone to share their much larger audience with you

especially if they don't accept guest posts? 

For example, let’s say you’re writing a lengthy guide to email

marketing. You could email a number of email marketing specialists

and ask them for a quote for the piece.

 

Make it easy for them to respond. Usually just asking a single question

is best. Avoid asking them to answer multiple questions, which will

take up a large chunk of their time. 

 

Once you’ve written the guide to email marketing, tell all the people

you’ve quoted in the article. Send them a short email in which you

thank them for the quote and show them the finished piece. 

 

There’s a good chance that they’ll share your piece with their

audience. 

One of the most effective strategies for getting others to share
your content is to quote or reference them.



Another, simpler way to get quotes from influencers is to take

something they’ve already written and quote them. Then you can

reach out to them via email or social media and let them know you’ve

quoted them. Again, there’s a decent chance they’ll share it with their

audience.
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Reference Others

A secondary benefit of quoting influencers and authority figures in your
pieces is that it adds expertise to your content. Rather than just being your
own opinion, your content also includes the thoughts and insights of
industry experts, thus giving more weight to your content.



Traffic Strategy #7

This is similar to guest posting but with its own unique spin. You

should always be on the lookout for ways to collaborate with other

website owners and content creators. 

By working with them, you get to benefit from their audience, and

you can share your audience with them. 

 

Collaboration is very common in the YouTube world and is one way

that YouTube creators build up their subscriber base. Instead of

trying to build an audience all by yourself, you can team up with

others and mutually benefit each other. 

 

A simple example of collaborating with another website is to do a

guest post swap. You post on their website and they post on yours. 

 

But it doesn’t have to stop there:

Collaborate With Other Content Creators
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You could do a joint webinar with a person and then promote it

to your email list.

You could appear on someone else’s podcast and then you

could promote that podcast on your website.

You could join a YouTube creator in one of their videos and

then work to promote that video on your own website and

across your social media channels.
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When you reach out to someone regarding a collaboration, make it

crystal clear how you will add value to them. Tell them about how

you’ll promote the content you create with them and how you’ll get

it out to as many people as possible. Make it clear that you’ll work

really hard to benefit them. 

 

Like with guest posting, if you only focus on yourself, there’s little

chance that they’ll want to collaborate with you. If, on the other

hand, you can demonstrate how much value you’ll be able to add to

them, they’ll be much more inclined to want to work on something

together.

  

Collaborate With Other Content Creators

The key to collaboration is bringing value to the other person.



Traffic Strategy #8

Advertise
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Advertising on Facebook, Google, or other social media platforms (like

LinkedIn) is one of the most effective ways to get traffic directly to your

website. Yes, it does cost money (unlike the other strategies listed so far). 

 

But if you’re willing to spend the money, you can get an avalanche of

traffic to your site. 

 

Because here’s the deal. Facebook and Google are huge. Billions of

people use both websites every month. It’s an absolutely enormous

audience, and if you’re willing to put some money into advertising,

Google and Facebook will share their audience with you. That’s

incredibly powerful. You get to tap into two of the biggest audiences in

the entire world.

there is one distinct advantage to paid advertising above other
forms of promotion: paid advertising allows you to put your
content in front of a very specific audience.

For example, let’s say that you’ve created an in-depth guide to

preparing for retirement. The ideal audience for this guide is people over

the age of 45 who make more than $70,000 per year and who are

married. 

 

With Facebook, you can target this precise audience and get your guide

in front of them. You can get your content in front of the exact

people you created it for. 

 

Or, using Google, you can target people who are specifically searching

for the phrase “retirement preparation tips.” 
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Advertise

Google would show your advertisement specifically to people who

are looking for tips about retirement.

Do you see how powerful that can be? Instead of sharing your

content across your social media feeds and hoping that the right

people see it, you can ENSURE that the right audience views your

content. You can get your content in front of the people most likely

to be interested in it and your business. 

 

And when the right audience views your content, they’re much more

likely to convert into paying customers.

 

So yes, you have to spend money when advertising your content on

social media. But the advantages often outweigh the costs. 

 

You get access to a massive audience and can get your content in

front of a highly targeted group of people. It really is a win-win.

If you are strategic with your advertising budget, you can make advertising
pay for itself.  Calculate your ROI (return on investment) to ensure money
spent on advertising translates into more profit than your advertising
spend. You may need to experiment before you find that sweet spot. 



Traffic Strategy #9

In addition to your own website, there are thousands of other

industry-related sites that are publishing great content on a regular basis.

Ideally, you should choose a number of these blogs to regularly comment

on. By commenting on these blogs consistently, you’ll begin to establish

yourself as a presence in your industry.

When commenting on blogs, it’s important to have the same mindset as

when you comment in online forums. Your goal is not simply to share a

link back to your website. In fact, most of the time, you won’t be sharing

links back to your site at all. You’ll simply be participating in the

conversation. 

 

Your goal with every comment is to add value to the conversation.

You want to:

Comment on Blogs
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Add new insights

Ask relevant questions

  

Engage in discourse with the owner of the site and other

blog commenters

It’s important to note that the blogs you comment on should all be

related in some way to your industry. For example, a comment on a

New York Times story may get a lot of eyeballs, but most of the

people who see it won’t be interested in what you have to offer on

your website.
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Comment on Blogs

On the other hand, a comment on a much smaller, but industry-

related site will be seen specifically by people who are probably

interested in what your business and website have to offer.

It’s true that this strategy is slower than others  when it comes to

building traction. But the more you comment on other blogs,

the more people will begin to recognize your name. And if you’re

adding large amounts of value to the conversation, people will

begin to recognize your name and respect you as an expert in your

industry.

Remember, the blog owner can delete your comments at any point. The best
way to ensure that doesn’t happen is to contribute something valuable to
the conversation. 



Traffic Strategy #10

People learn in a variety of ways. Some people are visual learners and

learn best from videos. Others learn best by reading, and still others

prefer audio content. 

 

If you want to connect with the greatest number of people possible,

you consider creating content in a variety of formats.

For example, don’t just create blog posts on your website. Also create

videos, podcasts, webinars, infographics, and more. The more formats

you use, the greater the number of people who will resonate with

your content, and the more people will eventually come to your

website.

Create Different Types Of Content
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The pillar strategy involves first creating a lengthy, in-depth piece of

“pillar” content. This pillar content could be a video, blog post, podcast, or

other content. Your pillar content will be the longest type of content you

create and will talk about a subject from a variety of angles and

viewpoints. 

 

From there, you take the pillar content and slice it up into smaller

pieces of relevant content that all stand on their own. 

 

One of the best ways to create a variety of formats of content is
to use what’s often called the “pillar strategy.”
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Each individual piece of content should point people back to your

website in some way. So, for example, at the end of your

video, you could direct people to your website for more valuable

content.

Other common formats you could share: ebook/short report, infographic,  or
series of slides

Take one point from that blog post and turn it into a short video

Take another point from the blog post and turn it into a short

podcast

Take a third point from the blog post and turn it into a series of

social media posts

For example, let’s say you created a lengthy pillar blog post. 

You could then:

Create Different Types Of Content



PLAN YOUR MARKETING

3
Plan your marketing
so that you don't get
overwhelmed trying
to do every strategy
from the start 



Don’t be overwhelmed by the number of strategies listed in this

guide. Start small when it comes to increasing your web traffic. 

 

Begin with one tactic, focus on it, and learn how to do it effectively.  

Then, move on to the next tactic. Don’t feel like you have to

implement everything at once. Small, steady, and consistent is the

way to go when it comes to increasing your web traffic. 

If you're not sure where to begin, the first tactic is the one you should

tackle first. After that, it's up to you which order you choose to

implement the strategies and which ones you choose.

 

But, do set aside time for marketing and get going.

You can be sure that once you start implementing these strategies

consistently, you’ll begin to get more visitors, so, don’t wait

any longer. Start getting more website traffic today!

Plan Your Marketing

You don't have to do everything listed here to enjoy great results. Choose
tactics which suit your skills and availability. On the other hand, don't
shy away from taking on strategies which could make all the difference to
your success.
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Have fun building the traffic to your website. 

If you would like more resources to help you in your online

ventures,  join my e-mail list where I regularly share the secrets

of easy content and product creation   

S I M P L E H A P P I N E S S . B I Z

Click the link below to learn more.

Opening soon: simplehappiness.biz store 

https://simplehappiness.biz

Jan Small

https://simplehappiness.biz/

